Meet our next Generation of Wall-Mount™ Solutions

3.5 to 6 Ton Center Control Panel  |  1.5 to 3 Ton Right & Left Hand Access

Cabinet Sizes

1.5-6 Ton // Wall-Mount Air Conditioners
1.5-5 Ton // Wall-Mount Heat Pumps

All models have the same supply and return openings as units from the past 50+ years - no need to cut new holes or purchase curb adapters!

Learn more at bardhvac.com or email sales@bardhvac.com
Standard Features:

**BALANCED CLIMATE™**
- Use of Balanced Climate feature removes up to 35% more humidity than standard or basic wall-mount units on the market
- In heat pump, provides quieter, warmer start-up

**HYDROPHILIC EVAPORATOR COILS**
- Increases wettability, therefore increasing cascading effect
- Increases speed of drainage which helps prevent growth of mold and bacteria

**NATURAL FIBER INSULATION**
- Fiberglass replaced by cotton insulation
- Cleaner and healthier environment

**BRUSHLESS DC BLOWER MOTOR/ECM**
- Electronically Commutated Blower Motor allows extremely efficient motor run with continuous fan
- Quieter blower operation

**ENCLOSED CONDENSER FAN MOTOR**
- Totally Enclosed Condenser Fan Motor means longer life, more durability, higher heat rating, and better operation in low ambient conditions

**LOCKABLE ACCESS PANEL**
- Added safety and security
- Protects access to breaker
- (lock not included)

**Optional Features:**
- Soft-Shift Dehumidification
- Dirty Filter Indicator
- 100% Full Flow Economizer